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The special issue on sensors for Industry 4.0 will contain selected and extended papers from the first IFSA Winter Conference on Automation, Robotics & Communications for Industry 4.0 (ARCI' 2021), to be held on 3–5 February 2021 in Chamonix Mont-Blanc, France. [https://www.arci-conference.com/](https://www.arci-conference.com/)

The ARCI' 2021 conference will incorporate three symposiums covering research and development in a broad range of topics in automation, robotics, and communication that are united by the challenges of Industry 4.0. However, it will not only be a conference about future concepts and new visions. It will also be a platform to discuss how to adopt the current R&D results to Industry 4.0 and to customize products under the conditions of highly flexible (mass) production. The ARCI' 2021 conference is organized by the IFSA – one of the major professional, non-profit associations serving the sensor industry and academia for the last 20 years.

**Scope:**

- Sensors
- Wireless Sensor Networks
- Robot Navigation
- Sensor, Mesh, and Ad hoc Networks
- Sensor Instrumentation
- Sensors for Robots
- Underwater Sensor Networks
- Pressure Sensors

**Submission due date:** March 30, 2021

**Publication date (planned):** Second half of 2021 or First half of 2022

**Journal website:** [https://myukk.org/](https://myukk.org/)

**Submit to:** Online Manuscript Submission System (https://myukk-org.ssl-xserver.jp/form/)

**Guest Editor(s):**

Prof. Dr. Vijayakumar Varadarajan, EAI Fellow,
School of Computing Science and Engineering,
The University of New South Wales, Sydney, Australia
vijayakumar.varadarajan@gmail.com

Prof. Dr. Sergey Y. Yurish
President, IFSA, Spain
syurish@smtpcomputer.com
Call for Paper

(Attention)

As stated in Instructions to Authors in the Guidelines, the author(s) will be obliged to pay the publication fee upon the acceptance of the manuscript for publication (for example, JPY 99360 for 10 pages in Sensors and Materials format). If the quality of the English of your manuscript does not satisfy the journal standards, the authors should bear the proofreading fee (JPY 10000–15000), which will be charged with the publication fee.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact the editorial staff at the address below.

Editorial Department of Sensors and Materials
MYU K.K.
1-23-3-303 Sendagi, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113-0022, Japan
Tel: +81-3-3827-8549, Fax: +81-3-3827-8547
E-mail: myukk@myu-inc.jp